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In the first part of this two-part study, Ar-
thur M. Diamond, Jr., professor of eecrnom-
ics, University of Nebraska, Omaha, re-
viewed the core-journal literature of eco-
nomics. I In this part he surveys the most-
cited papers from the 27 core journals and
the most active economics research fronts
of 1987.

In Part 1 Diamond mentioned the increas-
ing mathematization of the economics pro-
fession since the end of World War II.
Quantitative analysis has certainly become
a hrdlmark of economics, as it has for many
other fields. One of these other fields-a rel-
atively young one compared to econom-
ics—is scientometrics, which uses quantita-
tive techniques to describe and analyze the
structure and process of science. Given their
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joint interests, it is perhaps not surprising
that a number of economists and scientome-
tricians have turned the tools of quantitative
analysis onto economics itself, to identify
not only core journals, but also classic pa-
pers and active specialties, as Diamond has
done in this essay.

In this regard I should mention the intri-
guing work of Katherine W. McCain, Col-
lege of Information Studies, Drexel Univer-
sity, Philadelphia, who has in two studies
used author co-citation and multidimensional
scaling to depict the various intellectual
schools in economics and their change over
tirne?,s I recommend this pair of articles be
read in conjunction with Dkmnond’s two-part
study for a full and fascinating overview of
recent trends in economics.
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Part 1 examined the 27 core journats of economics, the journals they most tkquently cited, and the
journals that most frequently cited them. In this, the find installment of our study, the focus is on
the most-cited paper from each of the 27 core journals and on the 1987 research fronts, or specialty
areas, in which articles from core journals were well represented. The most-cited article from a core
journal is Ronald H. Cease’s’ ‘The problem of social cost. ” Something of an anomaly, Cease eschews
the highly mathematical tools of most modem economists. The most active 1987 research front con-
cerns macroeconomic problems of unemployment and the business cycle, with heavy reference to
the rationrd expectations literature.
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In Part 1 of this study, the focus was on
the most significant journals in economics. 1
If, as Marshall McLuhan asserted, the
medium is the message, then we might have
stopped inquiry there. But most scientists,
including economists, hope that there is
much more to the message than the medium.
This second part presents some of the papers
that have been most important to the eco-
nomics profession and identifies some of the
important research fronts, or specialty areas,
in economics that were most active as of
1987.

Most-Cited Papers from Core Journals

Table 1 lists the most-cited article for each
of the 25 core journals that has at least one
article cited 50 times or more. Five Nobel
Prize wimers appear among the list of
authors: Robert M. Solow (1987), Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology (MIT),
Cambridge;z Franco Modigliani (1985),
also of MIT;3 Gerard Debreu (1983),
University of California, Berkeley;4
George J. Stigler (1982), University of
Chicago, Illinois;s and James Tobin (1981),
Yale University, New Haven, Comecti-
cut. b The citation superstar of the list is
Ronald H. Cease. He is one of two authors
to have two articles listed in the table. One
of these, “The problem of social cost, ”
written when he was at the University of
Virginia, Charlottesville, is the most-cited
article on the list—and by no small margin.
Cease was born in 1910 in the UK and for
most of his career he taught in the law and
economics program at the University of Chi-
cago Law School. Cease’s work is unusual
because it contains almost no mathematics
or sophisticated statistical analysis. This may
explain why economists seldom mention
Cease as a candidate for the NoM Prize
when they speculate on future wimers.

In hk paper on social cost Cease exam-
ined situations in which property rights con-
flict, such as when the right of a railroad
to run trains on its tracks conflicts with the
right of a farmer to grow wheat on his land
right next to the track. If sparks from the
train were to ignite a fire in the wheat, then
who should pay for the damage in order to
ensure that the socially optimal number of
trains are run and the socidh ODthXd num-

ber of bushels of wheat are grown? Cease’s
surprising answer (now calkxi the Cease
Theorem) is that it does not matter: the so-
cial optimum will be achieved no matter who
bears the cost for the fires.

Nobel laureate Stigler has said that when
Cease first presented his argument at the
home of a Chicago economist with all of the
distinguished Chicago economists of the
time present, everyone at first was absolute-
ly convinced that Cease was dead wrong.
By the end of the evening, everyone in the
room had been convinced he was right.
Stigler has described it as one of the most
intellectually exciting evenings of his life.T

The second most-cited paper on the list,
“Risk aversion in the small and in the large”
by John W. Pratt, Harvard University,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, offers a techni-
cal discussion of risk aversion and suggests
a simple and appealing measure of risk aver-
sion that makes use of tools that economists
already employ to explain other aspects of
human behavior. This measure was indepen-
dently suggested by Nobel laureate Kenneth
J. Arrow (1972, economics), also of Har-
vard University, and hence is sometimes
called the Arrow-Pratt measure of risk aver-
sion. Pratt’s 1964 article has provided im-
portant tools for work in a research area that
prospered in the 1970s and prospers still in
the 1980s: decision making under uncer-
tainty.

Articles published in core journals ob-
viously do not only cite other core journals.
Table 2 presents all articles published in
noncore journals that were cited eight or
more times in 1986 core-journal articles.
Note that in terms of citations received in
1986, the articles on this list are much less
distinguished than those in Table 1.

John C. Harsanyi, University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley, one of the Ieadmg game theo-
rists of the last 30 years, can claim three en-
tries on the list. Game theory continues to
be of increasing interest to theorists in many
subfields of economics. The most highly
cited noncore article, however, is William
F. Sharpe’s “Capital asset prices: a theory
of market equilibrium under conditions of
risk. ” Sharpe, professor of finance, Stan-
ford University, California, is sometimes
identified as an efficient markets theorist. 13
Perhaps even better known as an efllcient
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markets theorist is Eugene F. Farna, finance
professor, University of Chicago, who is the
only person other than Tobin to have an ar-
ticle appear on both the list of highly cited
core articles and the list of highly cited non-
core articles. The hypothesis that Sharpe and
Fama defend states that stock market prices
quickIy incorporate any publicly available
information. One implication that is some-
times drawn from the hypothesis is that only
those who are lucky or who have inside in-

formation will make money on the stock
market. Many market analysts viewed the
October 1987 stock market crash as a
serious blow not ordy for many speculators,
but also for Sharpe and Fama’s hypothe-

1sis.g

Most Active Economics Speciskies

Economists and observers of economics
would often like independent conflation

Tabfe 1: The mmt-cited article from each cure econondcs]ournafcited at least 50 times in the SSCP, 1966-1986.
Arricles arc listed in tdphabctic order by first author. A= 1966-1986 citations. B= 1987 citations. SCP /SSCI
research-frunt numbers for 1985, 1986, arrd 1987 ako follow the reference

A

55

319

264

139

180
349

1,ms
56

249

201

314
536

64

606

355

562

119

165

56

671

172

478

607

533

136
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about the topics that are (and those that are
not) the fcass of current research. Some
economists may wish to identify such areas
in order to participate in them, and others,
to avoid them. Table 3 identifies eight ma-
jor research fronts, or specialty areas, in
economics during 1987. To identify a re-
search front, highly cited articles are first
identified and then co-citation anrdysis is

used to determine which articles tend to be
cited together by other articles. Articles that
are co-cited frequently enough are grouped
into clusters of core documents that XW’
calls “research fronts. ” In order to appear
in Table 3, a research front must have been
cited by 50 or more articles published in core
journals in 1987. Column A in the table tells
the number of articles from core journals

Table 2: Highly cited arti.slcs published in norrcore journals cited at least eight times by core economics journals
in the 1986 SSCF. Articles are listed in alphabetic order by tirat author. A = 1986 citations from core journals,
B= total 1966-1986 S.SC/ citations. An asterisk (*) indicates that the paper was the subject of a Citation Cfassic@
commentary, Tbe issue, year, and edition of Current Corrfeno” in which tbe commentary appeared follow tbe
bibliographic reference, SCP /SSC/ research-front numbers for 1985, 19S6, and 1987 also follow the reference.

AB

15 145

8 120
8 616

12 128

10 121

11 122

9 200

866

17 147

10 868

9 261

8 58

16 566
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Table 4 The 1986 SCIO /SSCI@ research from thatincludeat least7CIciting documents published in the core
economics iournals. A = number of articles from core economics ioumals citing the core of each front. B= total
number of citing ducuments. C = total number of core documents.

Number

86- I7(M

86-1840

86-1243
86-431 I

86-2455
86-4437

86-0289

86-1841

Name

.%cunty nmrket and stuck pr}ce valuation mudels, asset prlcmg, and equilibrium
returns

Tests of shoti-mn neutrality and nonnested tesis of economic mudels, monetary

aggregates, and stabilization policies
Models of trade-uninn behavior, impact of strikes, and effects of market puwer
Effects of complete and incomplete information on pricing, demand, and market

entry
Role of spatial competition and imperfecr information in intramdustry {rade
Unit rnas in time-series mudels, empirical testing, and o[her methnds of

econometric analysis
Factor demand and substitution, technical efficiency, and measures of long-run

productivity
Government barowing and public deb! and regulation of, and discretion in.

monetary policy

that were citing the core papers or books.
(To avoid confusion, the reader should
notice that “core” is used in two ways in
this discussion. Some journals are “core
journals” relative to all other journals.
Similarly, when discussing a research front,
some articles in the front are “core docu-
ments” relative to other articles in the front.)
If one believes that what is being written in
the core journals matters more than what is
being written elsewhere, then the figure in
column A would be the most important
measure of activity in a research front. If
one wanted to see how active a research
front was across the whole profewion, then
it is column B, which provides the total
number of articles from all sources that cite
the research front’s core documents, that
will be most enlightening.

It is interesting to note that the eight most
active research fronts in 1987 appear to have
almost no overlap with the eight most ac-
tive research fronts in 1986 (see Table 4).
The only major exception appfars to be that
both periods have a research front that fo-
cuses on the public debt. Union behavior
was also the topic of a research front in each
period. But in 1986 the focus of attention
was the impact of strikes and the effects of
a union’s market power, while in 1987 the
focus was more narrowly on how to measure
union-nonunion wage differentials.

Four of the most active 1987 research
fronts are in macroeconomics, two are in

14

ABC

116 354 38

108 330 30

104 254 32
94 182 15

82 197 26
81 216 16

79 231 34

73 153 14

economic theory, and one each is in f-e,
industrird organization, and labor econom-
ics. lo This list of active fields is broadly
consistent with other evidence of what fields
are most active in economics today. Notice-
ably absent from the list are international
economics, development, agricultural eco-
nomics, economic history, and history of
economic thought.

The most active research front, in terms
of the number of articles citing the front’s
core literature, is #87-Ctl(M, ‘‘Business-cy-
cle relationships and causalhy of unemploy-
merit. ” This topic has commanded the at-
tention of some of the profession’s best
minds for much of this century, including
Keynes, Samuelson, and Friedman. The
stakes are high for finding out what causes
business cycles, because such knowledge
may reduce the severity of unemployment
and inflation. To the occasional embarrass-
ment of the profession, economists still have
not reached a consensus on these issues. A
more detailed look at the research front re-
veals that the 40 core documents in the front
include many articles whose fwst authors are
leaders of what is sometimes called the ra-
tional expectations school. For example,
among the 40 core documents are 5 by
Robert E. Lucas, University of Chicago; 3
by Robert J. Barre, formerly at the Univer-
sity of Chicago and the University of Roch-
ester, New York, but recently at Harvard;
and 2 by Thomas J. Sargent, formerly at the



University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, but
now at the Hoover Institution on War, Rev-
olution, and Peace, Stanford, California.

Articles by opponents of the rational ex-
pectations school also appear on the list.
Two articles by Alan S. Blinder, Princeton
University, New Jersey, represent the most
notable examples. The names of opponents
of rational expectations do not appear as fre-
quently among the core documents, nor are
they so frequently cited when they do ap-
pear. Nobel laureate and staunch monetarist
Milton Friedman once startled his listeners
by suggesting that all economists were now
Keynesians. What he mat was that the vast
majority of macroeconomists had accepted
many of the analytic tools that had been de-

veloped during the Keynesian revolution, re-
gardless of whether they accepted all of
Keynes’s prescriptions for the economy. We
may now be witnessing a time when the vast
majority of macroeconomists are rational ex-
pectations theorists in the same sense that
Friedman is a Keynesian.

*****

My thanks to Elizabeth Fuseler-McDowell
and Pat Taylor for their help in the prepara-
tion of this essay. I am also heavily indebted
to earlier installments in the Journal Cita-
tion Studies sen”es by Dr. Eugene Garjeld.
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